
About Capitaine Train 
With over 460,000 users, Capitaine Train is now the leading competitor of the French voyages-sncf.com. Founded in 2009 by 
Jean-Daniel Guyot, Valentin Surrel and Martin Ottenwaelter, the company has 28 employees and sells 5,000 train tickets per 
day. Their ambition is very clear; to offer a simple, reliable and cost-effective alternative to the traditional ticket distribution 
websites and to become to best solution for purchasing European train tickets. Capitaine Train is available via its website, 
(www.capitainetrain.com) and via its iOS and Android apps.

Capitaine Train, the number one independent distributor of train tickets in France and Europe, has concluded a new 
fundraising round of €5.5m. The financing was led by the French fund Alven Capital, which now joins Index Ventures and 
CM-CIC Capital Privé as an investor. TheFamily, as well as the business angels Xavier Niel (founder of Free and the Iliad 
group) and Pierre Bonelli (founder of liligo.com) also participated in this investment. 
!
The additional funding follows a previous round of €2.5 million in June 2013 and €1.4 million in February 2012. It will be used 
to support the growth of the team, which has already doubled over the last 12 months, and to further and expand business 
development in France and the rest of Europe. 
!
Capitaine Train has also announced the arrival of Daniel Beutler for the position of COO. Daniel Beutler, an expert in the 
rail industry, is stepping down as the CEO of Deutsche Bahn France, the French subsidiary of the German national railway 
company, and as Sales Director for Western Europe, to join the management team of the startup and to accompany its 
growth.
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Jeremy Uzan - Partner at Alven Capital 
“We are very pleased to provide Capitaine Train with the resources to pursue and accelerate their 
development of a very ambitious vision. We were really impressed by the professionalism of the whole team, 
which is entirely dedicated to the evolution of a new standard of user experience. In just a single year, the 
number of Capitaine Train users has multiplied by ten, largely thanks to the widespread distribution of the 
service. Following their progress after this new funding round should be just as exciting!”

Martin Mignot - Early Stage Investor at Index Ventures 
“We’ve accompanied Capitaine Train since the very beginning. After three rounds of financing, our 
confidence is still untouched. More than €70bn worth of train tickets are sold each year. The opportunity 
is huge for Capitaine Train, which has all the necessary attributes to continue being a key player in this 
market.”

Jean-Daniel Guyot - Co-founder and CEO of Capitaine Train 
“Our mission remains the same: to provide the best offer, the best prices and unbeatable customer 
service to all those travelling by train in Europe. Our primary objective is to continue to expand our 
service throughout Europe and to provide a new booking experience for as many people as we can.” 

Xavier Niel - Founder of Free and the Iliad group 
“In 2009, Capitaine Train tackled a monopoly that prevented users access from accessing all trains and for all 
fares. So I am really pleased to invest in their project today.”



Participants 
• Capitaine Train: Jean-Daniel Guyot (CEO), Martin Ottenwaelter (CTO), Valentin Surrel (MD) 
• Alven Capital: Jeremy Uzan 
• Index Ventures: Martin Mignot 
• CM-CIC Capital Privé: Stéphane Pesqué, Julien Keignart 
• The Family: Jean de la Rochebrochard 
• Kima Ventures: Xavier Niel 
• Legal Advisors for Capitaine Train:  

Grégory de Saxcé (Willkie Farr & Gallagher), Grégoire Guignot (Deprez Guignot Associés)  
et François-Xavier Blanchard (Deprez Guignot Associés) 

• Legal Advisors for Investors: 
Charles Gavoty (Jones Day), Serge Vatine (11.100.34 Avocats associés), Patrick Drouin (Orsay) 
!
About Alven Capital 
Alven Capital is an independent venture capital fund, which manages over €250 million. Alven Capital has already invested in 
over 80 companies, including Lengow, Birchbox, SeLoger.com, MeilleursAgents, MobPartner, Liligo, iAdvize, Webhelp, 
OpenClassrooms, Gemmyo, happn, Mailjet, Algolia, and more. 
!
About Index Ventures 
Index Ventures is a global venture capital firm, focused on making investments in information technology and life sciences 
companies. Criteo, Skype, Dropbox, Soundcloud and ASOS belong to their most notable investments. 
!
CM-CIC Capital Privé 
CM-CIC Capital Privé is an asset management company, a subsidiary of CIC’s Collective Investment in Innovation Fund (FCIC) 
and the Proximity Investment Fund (FIP) of Groupe Crédit Mutuel - CIC (CM-CIC). 
!
About Kima Ventures 
Kima Ventures is an investment fund which was launched in May 2010 by Xavier Niel and the entrepreneur/business angel 
Jeremie Berrebi. Their fund aims to invest in 50 to 100 startups per year, worldwide. 
!
About TheFamily 
TheFamily provides for and supports French entrepreneurs, who wish to become international leaders in their market. To 
achieve this, they are developing an educational infrastructure, privileges and access to capital. In less than only two years, 
TheFamily has helped more than 200 startups.


